2019 Winter Conference Agenda
Tuesday, February 19, 2019
3:30pm - 5:00pm

Committee Meeting – Members interested in supporting their organization by serving on an
OAGITM committee will meet in the Terrace Room.

4:00pm - 6:00pm

Vendor Check-In & Exhibit Booth Setup – Vendors please check-in at the Salal Room located
in the lobby of the Longhouse. Don’t forget to bring your Booth Bingo game prize!

6:00pm - 9:00pm

Conference Reception – Sponsored by G12 Communications
Members, vendors, and guests meet for a casual evening of socializing and networking.
Appetizers and beverages will be provided.

Wednesday, February 20, 2019
7:30am - 8:30am

Breakfast & Conference Check-in – Sponsored by Gartner

8:30am - 8:45am

Kickoff - The OAGITM President will welcome attendees and kickoff conference.

8:45am - 9:30am

Gartner - Developing a Smart Communities Strategy & Roadmap: Lessons from the Field
How can cities and counties make sense of the rapidly evolving vendor solutions in the market and
plot a sensible course towards becoming a smart community? Hear lessons learned from other
cities/counties and how to approach building a practical, action-oriented smart community strategy
and roadmap. Demystify what it really means to be “smart”.

9:30am - 10:15am

Structured – Securing the Cloud: Weathering the Storm
This session will review hard lessons learned from today’s cloud security landscape. It will teach eight
bedrock, cloud security principles appropriate for government organizations, as well as addressing
current, vendor-agnostic cloud security technologies and showing attendees how to approach and
implement a cloud-first, agile security model that can scale.

10:15am - 10:45am

Break – Sponsored by Varonis (refreshments in Exhibit Hall)

10:45am - 11:30am

Varonis – The Modern State of Insecurity
In this talk, you’ll see how threats are evolving and which are the ones we need to be
especially conscious of in the modern era. We’ll look at real world examples of both current
and emerging threats, and talks about actionable steps we need to take as an industry to stem
the flow of data breaches and other malicious activity.

11:30am - 12:15pm

Matrix Networks – 3 Ways to Prepare for your Impending Phone System Replacement:
Build a reliable network foundation for a modern communications platform. Choose between
Cloud and On-premise delivery. Choose a Procurement path, RFP vs Purchasing Vehicle.

12:15pm - 1:15pm

Lunch – Sponsored by Matrix

1:15pm – 2:00pm

Illumio – Micro-segmentation for Security Enhancement
The data center has evolved rapidly in recent years with virtualization, cloud, and containers
enabling more dynamic and distributed applications. While app teams have benefitted, it’s
created new challenges for security teams. With discussion about micro-segmentation on the
rise, there’s little discussion about what it is and how to use it to effectively improve security.
Until now.
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2:00pm – 2:45pm

Lane Council of Governments (LCOG) – A Member’s Journey
LCOG, along with a multi-vendor panel of project participants, will present their experience
using Bigleaf and SIP for the LCOG phone system implementation.

2:45pm - 3:15pm

Break – Sponsored by Info@Risk (refreshments in Exhibit Hall)

3:15pm - 4:00pm

Info@Risk – Managing Information Systems Outside Your Chain of Command
In this presentation, Info@Risk will discuss the processes for assessing the effectiveness of
controls across system boundaries, to assure adherence to specific requirements such as CJIS
and PCI, and for protecting sensitive industrial control, criminal justice, and other systems.
The presentation will include real world examples.

4:00pm - 4:45pm

G12 Communications – Taking advantage of SIP Trunking, Cloud PBX, Cloud Fax, CloudText
services, Under Budget…

6:00pm - 7:00pm

Reception - Sponsored by World Wide Technologies/Tanium
Members and vendors mix and mingle for a casual networking and social hour prior to dinner.

7:00pm - 9:00pm

Dinner – Vendors and Registered Guests welcome!

Thursday, February 21, 2019
7:30am - 8:30am

Breakfast– Sponsored by Verkada

8:30am - 9:15am

Verkada – Bridging the Gap Between Physical and Cyber Security:
Learn how unifying cyber and physical security teams will take thoughtful organizational
engineering, an investment in cultural change, large-scale technology improvements and a
focus on greater business goals.

9:15am - 10:00am

TIG – Prioritizing Security Implementation
Hear Chris Nagasawa, HPE Aruba Networks Solutions Architect, PNW, discuss how to build a
smarter, more secure network and optimize your network security posture with integrated
device visibility, control and attack response. Learn about today’s growing network security
needs, the need for visibility, control and response capabilities, and how to build smarter,
more networks.

10:00am - 10:30am

Break – Sponsored by Palo Alto Networks (refreshments in Exhibit Hall)

10:30am - 11:15am

Palo Alto Networks – Automation’s Role in Cybersecurity Advancement/Shortening the
Human Workforce Gap within the Public Sector
To keep up with the latest malware and threat arsenal, IT security personnel are leveraging
integrated frameworks and shared intelligence. Automation must be exploited in conjunction
with advanced analytics to devise detection and remediation policies. Learn about the
evolution of cybersecurity, why the model is ready for disruption and what to do about it.

11:15am - 12:00pm

Info-Tech – A Case Study
Learn what InfoTech did with the Oregon Youth Authority in 2018 to enhance their
understanding of Agile and optimize their Agile development methods.

12:00pm - 1:00pm

Lunch – Sponsored by Info-Tech
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1:00pm - 1:45pm

Point B - Future of Work Overview:
“Physical & Digital” and “Human & Machine” dimensions are converging and organizations
must discover the balance in each to be successful in tomorrow’s work environment. Learn
about the nine elements that must be considered in your workplace transformation across
these dimensions. We will also review the outcomes that can be achieved and how to find
pragmatic approaches to start your Future of Work journey.

1:45pm – 2:30pm

World Wide Technologies/Tanium – An Unexpected Journey from Chaos to Resilience
What if you were required to recreate your entire Security, Operations, Compliance, and Asset
Management capabilities from scratch? In March of 2018, this nightmare scenario was one
State CIO's reality in. Join us to learn how that day began and what happened next.

2:30pm – 3:00pm

Break & Raffle – Sponsored by VMware (refreshments in Exhibit Hall)

3:00pm - 3:45pm

VMware – Securing Smart Communities
Learn about digital government trends driving the need for change

3:45pm - 4:00pm

Prize Drawing in Exhibit Hall!! Make sure you have turned in your completed booth game card
for a chance to win a variety of great prizes from our vendors!

4:00pm - 5:00pm

Business Meeting in Council House - (All Members)
State Purchasing Presentation in Longhouse Exhibit Hall - (All Vendors)

6:00pm - 7:00pm

Members Reception - (Members and Speaker Sponsor Only…)
Casual peer networking social hour prior to member dinner

7:00pm - 9:00pm

Members Dinner - (Members and Speaker Sponsor Only…)

Friday, February 22, 2019
7:30am - 8:30am

Breakfast

8:30am - 8:45am

Speaker Introduction – Speaker Sponsored by TIG

8:45am – 10:15am

Keynote – Don’t Adopt the Monkey: Leadership for you and your team…
Saby Waraich, PMP, CSM, an Internationally recognized speaker, trainer and coach, with 20+
years of business and information technology experience, will help us understand how to
develop the ability to lead from any position in an organization. Don't rely on the school of
hard knocks, discover the secrets to exceptional leadership and the mistakes to avoid on your
own road to success.

10:15am - 10:45am

Closing & Conference Attendee Giveaway - Gift Sponsored by Point B
Don’t forget to get one of this year’s cool gifts made possible by Point B

